Point-of-Care Diagnostics
for Assessing Disease
Severity in COVID-19
• Triage for Level of Care
• Rapid and Objective Test
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The Calmark POC system
• Portable instrument
• POC test for COVID19-LDH

Why LDH - lactate dehydrogenase?
LDH has been identified as an important biomarker for predicting
the severity of COVID-19 infection. Multiple published studies
show that if elevated LDH levels
can be detected at an early stage,
there is a greater chance to identify patients at risk, predict the severity and begin clinical intervention and monitoring.
In this way, the prognosis improves and the possibility of recovery increases among the patients.
Thus, LDH is an important biomarker for an effective triage system of COVID-19 patients.

If the biomarker LDH is being measured in an easy and rapid way
already at the front-line health
unit or at admission, before hospitalization, it will contribute to an
improved emergency management supporting correct and fast
prioritization, resource efficiency
and saving lives.
The introduction of Calmark’s
POC test for COVID19-LDH provides an important piece of the
puzzle in evaluating the care level.
The test is intended to be used by
medical staff, where the patient is,
providing faster results compared
to currently available blood tests.
The results are delivered within
minutes.
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“Elevated LDH levels were associated with a ~6-fold increase
in odds of developing severe disease and a ~16-fold increase
in odds of mortality in patients with COVID-19.”1
“Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) emerges as one of the most
consistently elevated markers in patients infected with
COVID-19 at higher risk of developing adverse outcome.”2

Calmark’s unique test COVID19-LDH
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• POC tests optimized for rapid triage of
COVID-19
• For quantification of LDH within relevant
clinical range
• Portable instrument
• Results within minutes and easy to use
• Innovative filter technology
• Colorimetric measurement method
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About Calmark

Calmark Vision

Calmark Sweden AB is a medical
technology company developing
and selling a Point-of-Care (POC)
analysis method for easier and faster
blood testing of medical conditions
in newborns, for example asphyxia
during childbirth. The unique test
system, Calmark POC, consists
of a portable instrument and test
cassettes. The product line is built
on a colorimetric method with a
unique filter technology. Research
and development of POC-testing
for LDH started in 2007.

Calmark will become the global leader in POC diagnostics for newborns and in the long term offer
all relevant tests during the child’s
first time in life.

COVID19-LDH
By using the same technology, the
same instrument, the same test
cassette and the same assay with
a different cut-off level, Calmark
could quickly develop a triage test
for COVID-19, assisting healthcare
facilities in the global pandemic.
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Swedish innovation
More than fourteen years of research and development of a pointof-care test for LDH
Patent portfolio with more than fifteen patent families
Experienced management with excellent track record in medtech
Strong and long-term owners
Calmark B-share listed at Spotlight Stock Market in Sweden
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